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Date: 3rd October, 2022 
 
To,  
The Corporate Relations Department, 
Bombay Stock Exchange Limited, 
PJ, Tower, Dalal Street, Fort 
Mumbai-400 001 

To  
The Metropolitan Stock Exchange of India 
Limited,  
Vibgyor Towers, 4th Floor Plot No C 62, G  
Block Opp. Trident Hotel Bandra Kurla  
Complex Bandra (East)  Mumbai-400098 

 
Ref: Scrip Code: 538607 
Scrip ID: TOYAMIND 
 
Subject: Disclosure under Regulation 30 of the SEBI (Listing Obligation Disclosure 
Requirements), Regulations, 2015 for Successful conclusion of 1st Edition of Africa Cup T-
20. 
 
Dear Sir(s),  
 
This has reference to a letter of appreciation received by Toyam Industries Limited (TIL) 
from Africa Cricket Association (ACA) for TILs contribution in a successful 1st Edition of 
Africa Cup T20. 
 
This event marks TILs entry in the sport of Cricket, immediately after successfully 
conducting its 1st of its kind reality talent hunt (Kumite 1 Warrior Hunt) in MMA. 
 
The Africa Cup T20 was played from the 15th to 22nd of September 2022, in Johannesburg 
South Africa. The tournament was played by 8 associate African national teams (Kenya, 
Ghana, Cameroon, Uganda, Malawi, Tanzania, Botswana & Mozambique).  
 
Commenting on the development, Mr. Mohamedali Budhwani (CMD – TIL) said “I am 
extremely elated to receive this letter of appreciation by none other than the African Cricket 
Association. Such appreciation only goes to reaffirm our faith in our execution capabilities, 
encouraging us to work more efficiently towards our goals. 
 
Our long-term vision is to promote sports at grass root levels; be it cricket, MMA or any 
other sport that we would eventually venture into. With the event telecasted in more than 
186 countries, 810 million viewers globally got a chance to see the cricket talent in these 
nations. In some of our earlier communications, we had explicitly mentioned our intent to 
promote the game of cricket not only in India but also worldwide.  
 
The successful completion of the Africa Cup T20 underlines our maiden international foray 
in the sport of cricket. The learnings, we experienced, while conducting this event will go a 
long way in better execution of several domestic cricket events which are in pipeline.  
 
This is just the beginning. With the series of developments that we have witnessed over the 
last few days, I am super excited and hope to have increased frequency of communication 
with shareholders”. 
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About Toyam Industries Limited 
Toyam Industries Limited (TIL) is the only publicly BSE & MSEI Listed company, run 
passionately by sports enthusiasts, engaged in sports promotion and management. TIL 
successfully conducted the “Kumite-1 League,” in the presence of legendary Mike Tyson, 
and is now implementing the league’s vision through its reality TV show, “Kumite-1 
Warrior Hunt.”  
 
About Rajwada Cricket League 
Rajwada Cricket League is an expert association for T20 Cricket rivalry in India. It was 
started by the Kota District Cricket Association show in Kota under the connection of 
Rajasthan Cricket Association. The different players taking an interest in this cricket 
competition extend from players of International Cricket, ICC U-19 Cricket World Cup, IPL, 
Ranji Trophy and different other state and in addition locale cricket tournaments.  The 
affirmed taking an interest players incorporate Pankaj Singh, Deepak Chahar, Mahipal 
Lopror, Nathu Singh, Khalil Ahmed, Ashok Menaria and Rajesh Bishnoi. 
 
Disclaimer 
Certain statements in this document may be forward-looking statements. Such forward-
looking statements are subject to certain risks and uncertainties like regulatory changes, 
local political or economic developments and many other factors that could cause our actual 
results to differ materially from those contemplated by the relevant forward-looking 
statements. Toyam Industries Limited will not be in any way responsible for any action 
taken based on such statements and undertakes no obligation to publicly update these 
forward-looking statements to reflect subsequent events or circumstances. 
 
Please take the same on your record and acknowledge the receipt of the same. 

  
 Thanking You, 
 Yours Faithfully, 
 
 For Toyam Industries Limited 
 
 
 
 
Mohamed Ali Rajabali Budhwani 
Managing Director 
DIN: 01976253 

MOHAMED ALI 
RAJABALI 
BUDHWANI

Digitally signed by 
MOHAMED ALI RAJABALI 
BUDHWANI 
Date: 2022.10.03 15:03:32 
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29th September 2022 
 
TOYAM Industries Limited India 
 
Cc. Corcom Media Ventures-South Africa 
 
Subject: Africa Cup T20 
 
With reference to the above mentioned subject please be advised that this is an 
official notification to pass on our thanks and appreciation to TOYAM Industries 
Limited & Corcom Media Ventures for successfully organizing and staging the  
1st. Edition of the Africa Cup T20 which was played from the 15th to the 22nd 
September 2022 in Johannesburg South Africa. 
 
This event was view on television on a global basis and has enlighten cricket lovers 
on the display of cricket the Africa way of this great game which produced a very 
high standard of cricket. 
 
We hope that the support that we received from TOYAM Industries Limited will 
continue into the 2nd Edition of the Africa Cup  
Looking for more successful joint ventures going into the future, and once again 
please accept our heartfelt gratitude and appreciation for your support.  
 
 
Best Regards 

 
Cassim Suliman 
Chief Executive Officer  
For and on behalf of Africa Cricket Association 
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